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Imagine, you are interviewing the favourite celebrity of yours in a prominent event. See yourself as a
reporter and get more closer to the well known people. How amazing that sounds? Don't you wish 
to get a career like that? How about becoming a journalist? You can materialize the dream by taking
up journalism & communication programs. Want to know more? Go ahead with this piece of
information.

There are many universities offering bachelor in journalism and mass communication. If you want to
know about the colleges then you can get going with the Internet. With so much of advancement,
major universities have their web presence. This way, it gets easier to reach out to the students
from all locations. If you are looking for a prominent university, you can search on the Internet. It is
important to find out the most reliable and well affiliated college so that it can support widely to your
career growth. Though, there are immense parameters which affect the selection of the right
college. To start with look into the eligibility criterion. These courses normally require intermediate
with considerable marks. Though, it widely depend son the organization. Secondly, it is important to
look at the entrance examination and interview sessions as well. This helps the organization to have
the best students for the course. So, if you want to then you have put your heart and soul into it.

Other than this, you have to also look into varied other aspects such as placements and internship
program. Make sure that you get to train yourself at best and most industry leading media agencies.
This can help you to get the best learning. With effective learning, you can imbibe skills from the
experts. Keep a track on the placement offered by the college. This can help you to a grab an
excellent opportunity without running to much. The subject of journalism & communication programs
are vast and extensive in nature. There are a lot of subjects to learn. Majorly, the course deals in
print, electronic, radio and web. According to your choices, you can take up any area. All the media
sections have promising future ahead.

For instance, if you want to become a print journalist, you can get placed with the best print
organization in the country. Looking at your talent, you can even go abroad and work. Similarly,
there is a huge requirement for dedicated media person in other media. The world of media awaits
you.
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